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About This Game

ABOUT THE GAME

Blood Ancestors is a first-person melee combat multiplayer game set in a high fantasy medieval world. Two teams of 5
players fight to capture and control the Relic, an ancient and powerful magical artifact key in the eternal struggle between Light

and Darkness. In Blood Ancestors, you create your own hero choosing between 3 factions, 6 characters archetypes, and 18
different classes – and on top of that, you pick 3 skills (Aggressive, Defensive, Utility) to create a unique build that fits your

playstyle like a glove. With weapon or magic, feed the earth with the blood of your enemies to unleash your powerful ultimate
attack, secure the Relic, and decide the fate of the war!

CONTROL THE RELIC TO WIN THE MATCH, BECOME THE PAYLOAD!

To win a match of Blood Ancestors, you need to take the Relic to your enemies’ spawning portal. For that, it needs to be
unlocked first by feeding it with your own lifeforce: it will drink the blood of whoever stands nearby. Once it’s full, whoever

snatches it first becomes the Bearer; killing him/her grants control over the Relic. Besides, there are two magical pillars on the
map, one of Health, another of Speed. If the Bearer’s team control a pillar, it will increase his/her Health or Speed; if it’s

controlled by the enemy team, it will decrease them instead.

SETTING

Hundreds of years ago, a race of slaves found a way to escape their cruel masters, the Blood Ancestors. They discovered a portal
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between dimensions that led them from Arham, their homeworld, to the new planet of Vetlan. Feeding the portal with the power
of the ancient Relic, a powerful magical artifact created eons ago by the Ancestors, these slaves crossed the portal, and closed it
behind them; and calling themselves the Blood Ones, they established in this new home, and lived in peace for generations. But

war broke soon in this new planet between two factions, the Light Ones, and the Dark Ones; and the Blood Ones were silent
witnesses of a war which ended countless lives, and that threatened to destroy the world of Vetlan itself.

One day, they decided that, after having escaped slavery and death, they could not stand idle while the planet was being torn
apart by the eternal struggle between Light and Darkness. The Blood Ones opened the portal again and traveled back to Arham
to face the Ancestors, claim the Relic and use its power to end the war and pacify both worlds. But Light and Darkness learned
of their plans, and followed them to Arham – and war followed them too. Now, the three factions fight for the Relic – and the
Blood Ancestors remain silent and hidden, letting everyone fight over it for reasons known only to them. Who knows what are

they plotting in their twisted minds, evermore obsessed with power and domination?

FACTIONS

The Dark Ones are the first native inhabitants of Vetlan. Beings without a physical body, mere shadows full of dark energy, they
live in deep caves and crevices honoring Arteis, a feared god of the night and shadow. They wager an endless war against the

Light Ones.
The Light Ones awakened one day in the dark surface of Vetlan, flourished quickly and spread across the whole world. When

they were about to lose the war against the Dark Ones a powerful light exploded in the sky, helping them to drive their enemies
back. Since then they adore that light as their goddess and name themselves Humans, the Light Ones.

The Blood Ones were once the slaves of the Ancestors. They fled to Vetlan, where they found themselves in the middle of a war
between the two native races. After a series of cataclysms, they discovered that the magic used in the war had destabilized the

core of the planet, and decided to go back to use the power of the Relic to save Vetlan and stop the war.

KEY FEATURES

Fast-paced 5v5 multiplayer action

High Fantasy medieval world

Brutal fights in melée combat

Objective based gameplay

Choose between 18 characters with different gameplay styles (6 in the Early Access release)

Create your own build by choosing 3 styles (offensive, defensive, utility) from a pool of more than 150 varied skills

Extreme character customization

More than 6 multiplayer maps (3 in the Early Access release)

Fight to secure the Relic and unleash a powerful ultimate attack
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Publisher:
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Game is hardly playable barely achieving 5fps. Tried installing all those available patches and tricks with no success. You're
better off buying Strike Fighters 2 from Thirdwire's offical site:

https://store.thirdwire.com/store_p1.htm

Same game but optimise for PCs running Windows 7 and newer.. Just another Game why u should hate SteamEarlyAcces.
Not even worth as a free2play.
Rly dude, click next. Next game, not next review.. The puzzles were good
- The visual style was good (had to turn the VFX off for some puzzles though)
- 4th wall breaking was OK

My main gripe was that upon understanding the twist quite early on, I was waiting for all of the pieces of the story to come
together into something more coherent and for it to lead somewhere or into some greater twist in narrative. I did get the 'Full
Access' achievement. Closure please!. + hunting for the perfect ~lvl80 gear keeps me entertained
+ once I went with my 1st char over lvl98\/99, I became a demi-god
+ ancient greek mythology setting, without funny monsters
+ few surprisingly neat levels\/events

~ a treasure hunt as gimmick

- loved to see a mod-tool kit
- not that many areas or content

All in all a nice game for a nice price (1\u20ac when on sale). I'm gonna say that this is /probably/ my favourite Bullet Hell
game. That, or a Touhou one. They're very on-par with each other. Also, half the soundtrack is simply brilliant!

Oh, and it has this weird thing where it runs worse on better computers. Dunno why. If I couldn't switch my graphics card to
Intel Integrated, I wouldn't have been able to play!. I haven't had this much fun playing as a snail since King's Quest 3!

If that dreadful mouse had never become en vogue and people demanded things like a "cursor" and "256 VGA graphics", then
this game is what the progression of late 80s Sierra games would have become! With an intelligent parser and text prediction to
assist the user with figuring out the right thing to say, this is a fun/nostalgic trip.
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The puzzles in this game were about "just right". Nothing too particularly difficult, but not overly easy either. There is that right
amount of difficulty to make solving the puzzles feel like an achievement.

After playing Void Quest and Snail Trek, I am certainly looking forward to the next game by Icefall Games!. Very good game,
old but good, worth buying during steam sale.
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Only have 6 hours so far, got this game on sale for like $1.57. Was expecting to get bored after the first level, but after an hour
and getting #1 on the first level I knew this game was def worth the price. Controls are very good, I know this because I am
average at every game I play but am somehow good at this one. People are saying the controls are laggy but I haven't noticed it. I
don't think there was an option to change sensitivity but for me it's already pretty much perfect.
The one biggest problem with this game is Motion Blur, there's no option to toggle it off for some reason (MiniLadd had the
same problem too). Besides that the game runs smoothly and all the other options are fine. I was never really big on speed
running, but running through these levels and getting top 3 is actually really fun and satisfying.

For anybody with a few extra bucks in there account like me, it's definitely worth it, even more so when it's on sale.

A vid of me playing it:
https://youtu.be/8yaug_Z0Jhw. They need to work on the gameplay until someone other than a complete novice would find it
interesting. Main issues:
- moving the pieces - look at most flash games online - they got it mostly right
- when auto bear-off is enabled - it doesn't take into account other player's position
Graphics look good but it's not enough.. Great game! worth the price!. Very short and not particularily deep in terms of
gameplay, Tavernier makes up for it with nice production and some interesting story beats. Multiple different outcomes
depending on choices give slight replay value. Disposible, but entertaining. Worth it if it's on sale. very fun and challenging.
Okay, so ive played this game for a total of about 40 mins now, i have to say i was more impressed with it than i thought i would
be. Its simple yet fun, it really draws you in once u start to make money and run into problem (cops, theives) things like that. I
know its not for everybody and you shouldnt buy this unless you 18+ but all in all i have to say its very good. The intereactions
with other charcters espically the lady on the bus cracks me up. The names and general attitude of the game is great. I can tell its
made by some cool people an i would buy again. A+++. Hello fellow steamers i have found out the controls for this game
Glacier 3:meltdown

arrow keys= move (obviously)

"A" key = slide left

"S" key = slide right

 ctrl key = boost or nitroux however you wanna call it

 space key = rockets

 "B" key = look behind you

 "R" key = respawn

 "comma/less than sign" key = is mines or bombs

 "ALT" = machine guns or rockets (depending on the car)

  Hopefully this has helped you for anyone who owns the game or plans to buy it. Enjoy! =). One of the funniest games I've
played.
I can say with confidence that you will like it here: music, graphics, and the gameplay itself, I definitely recommend it!. Stuck at
loading screen of "Press A to start". https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=gJX5qNbHU3s

'Bonsai' is a good idea in theory, but it's developer (and publisher) Rooted Concepts has put very little effort into it, not to
mention doesn't quite know what the concept of a "bonsai plant" is or what one looks like. This title immediately comes off like
the most basic of Unity clicker assets, the kind you see accompanying 'Clicker Heroes' knock-offs on various mobile stores,
crossed with 'Viridi' except with a price tag and none of that free title's charm. What's worse is the Steam community voted for
this dreck to be on the Steam marketplace.
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Yes, ninety-nine cents US doesn't seem like much until you start playing what you just bought, or what someone gave you as a
gag gift because "You like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 make a let's play out of this!" and you'll feel bad if you
don't. A small patch of land with a sometimes ribbed-for-her-pleasure\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665looking
tree that only grows, leans and throbs when the game is running is all you get. The options are sparse as well, and all you can do
to the tree is prune it. After two hours I found my mighty Oak finally bloomed, and upon pruning nipped the tip and had to start
from scratch. When I did this, however, I was eventually greeted with magical floating leaves with no branches to prune, as
shown in the above video.

This title's also a surprising resource hog that needs a sturdy computer to run. An i7 is required, but for what exactly? The
branches! Yes, whenever they show, there's so many you can choose from to trim and rid yourself of the obvious clip art leaves
that seem to grow in at all the wrong angles need strength to go from one highlighted spot to the net. Of course they have an
obvious base background color around them, leading me to suspect yet more google images copy and paste tactics like 'The
Slaughtering Grounds' was guilty of. The music is also severely out of place and sounds like a cheap knock-off of Train's "Hey,
Soul Sister" at time, but done with a ukulele and xylophone instead. It made me want to smoke up and chill at a beach barbecue
more than relax and trim my "bonsai" tree. A simple Youtube audio library search and I found a royalty free classical piece that
better suits the whole purpose of the game, and didn't cleash with the obvious 'Vivardi' knock-off visuals and core concept, so
you can't say finding a similar piece out there on the internet was impossible given the power of Google these days.

Further more, there's three save spots, and (feel free to correct me if I'm wrong) no way to choose which tree to grow. It just
happens. Again, nothing grows when the game is running, so you either need a good rig like I do to play something else while it
grows (I put another hour into 'Victor Vran', personally), or just walk away for a bit and hope the appendages of the tree don't
cause your computer to crash or go up in smoke. Seriously, 'My Name is Mayo' probably could run on an old 486, but this sit-
back-and-do-nothing-but-watch-a-digital-tree-grow simulation game, the Steam equivilent of the USB Pet Rock, needs a core-i7
and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 card minimum? It all just seems like bad programing to me, really. Perhaps the looped audio
made the developer snap before loading it to Steam in the firstplace.

'Bonsai' honestly just looks and feels like bad\/lazy programming on every level. There's room to make this a fairly zen
experience, or offer elements to make it seem like you're actually nurturing your tree such as weather augmentation controls,
laying down mulch or dirt, pulling weeds to make your tiny patch of floating-in-eternal-purgatory land look nice. Hell, even
simple customizations like adding a bird house after a certain point would help make it more of an experience, all of which
Rooted Concepts completely ignored for what looks like nothing but a quick buck at the expense of the fools who green lit this
title, and those looking for a gag gift. Unless you absolutely hate someone or yourself, 'Bonsai' is well worth passing on,
especially if you're eyeing this up solely for achievements (they're not worth it, trust me on this).

Update 2 - 05/16/19:
Update 2 

Hey! We worked a lot on the project the last months to improve the game and implemented some of the suggestions from the
first testers.

 demo area playable + bug fixes

 performance improvement

 realized some important suggestions from our dear testers (AMAZE)

 new voice commands

 command list now available - command: 'show commands'

Upcoming Event. The Voice Inside Store Page Update:
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 New Screenshots

 Updated Trailer (footages from alpha vers. 0.0.4)

. Update 1 - 03/22/19:
Hey! This is a short overview & the first update of the current process:

 new gameplay preview video on YouTube

New Gameplay Video

 upgraded speech recognition system (extra installation/settings no longer required, just Windows 10)

 added gameplay content (obstacles, new area, maze, platforms, ending chapter 1)

 working on a short story

 new command variation (hide, run, hold on, go)

 added new command: exit game

 new gameplay preview video on YouTube

 added Facebook Page and Instagram
In Progress:

 content (level parts, obstacles, enemies, story parts)

 homepage

 Kickstarter
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. The Voice Inside at A MAZE 2019 (GAMES WEEK BERLIN):

Happy to say, that we are invited to showcase 'The Voice Inside' during the Gamesweek Berlin (Germany) at A MAZE
2019 ! :)
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Open Screens
Saturday (04/13/2019) 3pm-6pm!

Feel free to visit us & test the early alpha/demo version!. NEWS - The Voice Inside at GAME ACCESS CONF 2019:

The Voice Inside at Game Access Conf 2019:
https://game-access.com/confer…/indie-showcase/voice-inside/

Game Access (2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4I-N-lkE_0s
We are exited for this very first chance to present the game!
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